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OUNTERFEIT

A Collector's Discovery
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A
 S an extension of my long-time interest in the currency

of the Confederate States of America (CSA), several
years ago I began to collect CSA contemporary counter-

feit notes. Naturally, I learned that the rarest of the key notes is
the Type 35 Indian Princess, of which, until very recently, only
one example was known—an extremely rare counterfeit of a
very rare genuine note. That example was discovered in 1951 by
Sydney C. Kerksis while doing research on the Raphael P. Thian
Collection at Duke University, Durham, North Carolina.

In 1995, a second specimen of the Indian Princess counter-
feit was discovered by a dealer and offered at the R.M. Smythe
auction at the 1996 Inemational Memphis Paper Money Show.
As an unsuccessful absentee bidder for that note, I assumed I
now would have little opportunity to see a counterfeit Indian
Princess since the auctioned note was going into a private col-
lection and the famous first note—never photographed—re-
portedly was in too poor a condition to be examined.

On September 14, 1996, I visited Duke University with the
hope of viewing the first Indian Princess counterfeit or at least
confirming its location and condition. Much to my surprise, I
discovered a third specimen. It was found at the Duke Special
Collections Library, as was the first note. (Though the Library
staff was very helpful with my search, and after several follow-
up visits, I was unable to locate the Kerksis Note.)

In 1944, Duke University acquired an extensive collection
of the publications, papers and manuscript collections of
Raphael P. Thian, the long time Chief Clerk of the Adjutant
General's Office after the Civil War. The manuscript includes
scrapbooks used by Thian while he researched and compiled
his monumental reference work published from 1878 to
1880—a series of reports and correspondence of the Confed-
erate Treasury Department. A volume of that work, titled Reg-
ister of Confederate States Treasury Notes Together with Tabular
Exhibits of the Debt, Funded and Unfunded of the Confederate States
of America, 1861 - 1865, published in 1880, was reprinted in
1972 as Register of the Confederate Debt.

As luck would have it, the first scrapbook I examined was
one of the smaller albums and was titled "Confederate States
of America—Confederate Notes with Descriptions of Emblems,
1861-64, Richmond, Va." The notes in it are in average (G-F)
condition and are pasted on pages with annotations added by
Thian. The first part of the album contains a collection of genu-
ine CSA notes that is comprehensive but incomplete (no Mont-
gomery notes for instance.) It does, however, contain a genuine
Indian Princess (See ill. 1.) Toward the back of the scrapbook,
past sections of tabular data and blank pages, Thian pasted in
a variety of counterfeit notes. There, beneath a counterfeit T-
31 "Five Females," is the counterfeit Indian Princess. (See ill. 2.)
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Description of Note:

1) Lithographed note, printed in black on white paper.
Condition is Good to Very Good.

2) Small hole near left margin, about half way from top
margin. Hole is roughly oval with a "peak" on top.

3) Serial Number 5905 is written in red ink.
4) Two handwritten "Counterfeit" notations, written per-

pendicular to the horizontal plane of note, from bottom to
top edge. One is in center of note and the other in the right
quadrant. Color of ink is red but with a slight purple cast.

5) Signatures (T. Ellett and H.H. Goodloe) appear to be
printed. However, after lengthy examination of the face of the
note, I am not completely certain. Since the note is pasted to
the scrapbook page, its back cannot be examined for evidence
of signature ink "bleeding." Additionally, the "Goodloe" sig-
nature is a less exact copy of the genuine—the capital "G" ap-
pears to be more of a script capital "S".

6) The note has a roughly rectangular piece missing from
its lower right corner. The horizontal top edge of the missing
piece goes from the right note margin across the waist of the
female Indian figure, until it intersects the vertical left edge of
the missing piece. The left edge of the missing piece goes
through the $5 medallion, leaving only a very small portion
of the left side of the medallion on the note. The "5" in the
medallion is completely missing.

7) The note has two half-moon cut-out cancellations on
the top margin.

8) In the text above the "Receivable" frame, upper left cor-
ner, "Eight per Cent Interest" is close to the line above with
"E" in "Eight" almost touching the "S" in "States."

9) As with the Kerksis counterfeit, the printer's legend on
the right bottom edge shows an "s" added to "Ludwig."

10) Other similarities with the Kerksis note include the more
sharply defined figures in the lower left vignette and the more
prominent shading behind the word "Confederate" in the cen-
ter of the note.

After enjoying the moment of discovery, two more questions
quickly came to mind:

• How was this note overlooked by earlier numismatic re-
searchers such as Philip Chase (1947), Sydney Kerksis (1951)
and Douglas Ball (1968)?

• Are there any differences between this note and the other
two notes that might indicate the existence of varieties?

In answer to the first question, I can only speculate.
Apparently, others who researched the Thian Collection fo-

cused their attention on the large 646-page presentation vol-
ume, which contains a superb collection of notes, note sheets
and bonds of Confederate and Southern States. What is un-
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clear is why, in what perhaps is one of Thian's personal work-
ing volumes, the Indian Princess counterfeit went unnoticed.

Labels inside the front covers of all the scrapbooks show the
date of August 26, 1946—presumably the date the Thian ma-
terial was catalogued by the Library. So while this volume ap-
pears to be part of the same Thian collection, it was possibly
misplaced for a time and only re-surfaced after active research
ended. But this too is uncertain. Not only have I been unable
to confirm a temporary mislocation of this scrapbook, its ex-
istence is noted in Richard Todd's Confederate Finance, pub-
lished in 1954, where reference is made to it in the "Selected
Bibliography" appendix.

As for the second question, concerning the existence of vari-
eties, initial answers are limited by the availability of descrip-
tive information on the first two notes. In the case of the Kerksis
note, only his description, without a photograph, is available.
As noted, my recent attempts to re-discover this note, so far,
have been unsuccessful. With the Smythe Auction note, pho-
tographs and descriptions from the auction catalog, as well as
descriptions by Douglas Ball published in the May 1996 Bank
Note Reporter are available but without full detail.

While more information on the second counterfeit would
be helpful, comparison of the three notes, based on published
descriptions and my observations of the third note, leads to
an interesting conclusion.

Comparisons of Notes:

Feature
Note 1 	 Note 2	 Note 3

(Kerksis) (Smythe) (Tremmel)

Serial Number 6886 664 5905
Printed signatures Yes No Yes
"S" added to "Ludwig" Yes TBD Yes
Shading of "Confederate" Yes TBD Yes
"E" close to "S" in

"Fundable" text Unk'n No Yes
Strong definition of lower

left vignette Yes TBD Yes

At this point, the different spacing in the "Fundable" text of
notes 2 and 3 indicates at least two varieties. After a more de-
tailed description is made available of note 2, the existence of
a third variety may emerge. Obviously, more information and
analysis is called for and welcomed.

Now that two additional examples of the Indian Princess
counterfeit are known, the search for answers to these and other
questions will provide students and collectors of Confederate
currency opportunities for new theories to be developed, new
information to be discovered and new insights to be gained.
Hopefully, even another specimen (or two) will be uncovered
and become available to fill that vacant spot in my collection.
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By ROBERT H. LLOYD

[Part One]

O
 NE of the benefits a new collector can gain is attend-

ing an annual convention of a numismatic associa-
tion. As a young man, I discovered the value of this

when I made my first visit to the ANA Convention at Roches-
ter, NY in 1928. It was there that I met George H. Blake, who
authored United States Notes in 1908. That booklet, although
out of date at the time, was still very useful.

While I was admiring Mr. Blake's exhibit (there was no
"bourse" in those days) he introduced himself, and invited
me up to his room where I was able to purchase some notes.
This first meeting led to a lasting friendship, and we corre-
sponded for years.

One day in July 1932 I looked out of my office window on
Main Street in Buffalo, NY and saw Mr. Blake heading for the
Buffalo branch of the New York Federal Reserve Bank. It was
located at the corner of Main and Swan Streets in the building
that had formerly been the home of the Manufacturers and
Traders National Bank of Buffalo. I watched for Mr. Blake to
return, and went out to greet him on the sidewalk. He invited
me up to his room in the Statler Hotel that very evening, to see
"some currency."

Upon my arrival, Mr. Blake opened a briefcase and removed
a stack of some FIFTY uncut sheets of small-size 1929 Series
National Bank notes. Almost all of the sheets were from dif-
ferent banks. About 40 of the sheets were composed of $5,
$10, and $20 notes; the balance were sheets of $50 and $100
notes. A few of the sheets were folded, but most were crisp,
uncirculated notes.

Needless to say, I was thrilled to see this remarkable dis-
play. Few of these notes could be seen locally, as most of the
national banks in Buffalo had converted to state-chartered
banks. My most rewarding visit with Mr. Blake lasted about an
hour.

The destination of the hoard of sheets was not disclosed.
But I am quite certain that Mr. Blake found a buyer, and that
the notes escaped the certain destruction that awaited them in
the banks. Mr. Blake was a pioneer in bank note collecting,
and we owe him (and several other men of means at that time)
a debt of gratitude for saving many large-size notes from the
incinerators!
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